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Abstract

The influence of different wind stress bulk formulae on the response of the

Southern Ocean circulation to wind stress changes is investigated using an

idealised channel model. Surface/mixed layer properties are found to be

sensitive to the use of the relative wind stress formulation, where the wind

stress depends on the difference between the ocean and atmosphere velocities.

Previous work has highlighted the surface eddy damping effect of this formu-

lation, which we find leads to increased circumpolar transport. Nevertheless

the transport due to thermal wind shear does lose sensitivity to wind stress

changes at sufficiently high wind stress. In contrast, the sensitivity of the

meridional overturning circulation is broadly the same regardless of the bulk

formula used due to the adiabatic nature of the relative wind stress damping.

This is a consequence of the steepening of isopycnals offsetting the reduction
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in eddy diffusivity in their contribution to the eddy bolus overturning, as

predicted using a residual mean framework.

Keywords: Ocean modelling, Relative wind stress, Wind forcing, Eddy

saturation, Eddy Compensation

1. Introduction1

The transfer of momentum between the atmosphere and ocean is usually2

parameterised as a stress applied at the surface. Arguments originating from3

the theory of vertical turbulent transfers give rise to the following expression4

for the applied stress5

τ relative = ρacd |U10 − us| (U10 − us) , (1)6

where U10 = (U10, V10) is the 10m (atmospheric) wind velocity, us = (us, vs)7

is the surface ocean velocity, ρa is air density, and cd is a drag coefficient,8

which itself may be a weak function of U10 − us. We will refer to the use of9

Eq. (1) to calculate wind stress as using “relative wind stress.” In the limit10

that us � U10, known as the resting ocean approximation, Eq. (1) can be11

simplified to12

τ resting = ρacd |U10|U10. (2)13

The use of relative wind stress leads to a slight decrease in the stress felt14

by the ocean, relative to the resting ocean approximation. This contributes15

to a reduction of the power input to the ocean circulation by ∼ 20 − 35%16

(Duhaut and Straub, 2006; Zhai and Greatbatch, 2007; Hughes and Wilson,17

2008; Zhai et al., 2012). Since the power input from the wind is a major source18
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of energy to the ocean (Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004; Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009)19

this could have significant consequences for the large-scale ocean circulation,20

its variability, and its sensitivity to changes in surface wind stress.21

Relative wind stress exerts a torque on individual eddies that opposes22

their circulation and so directly damps them. This is due to the increase in23

the velocity difference between ocean and atmosphere from one side of the24

eddy to the other (see Fig. 1 of Zhai et al., 2012). This acts as a drag at25

the surface of the ocean and significantly increases the rate of spindown of26

waves and eddies via the introduction of “top friction” (Dewar and Flierl,27

1987). In regions in which mesoscale eddies play an important role in ocean28

circulation/dynamics, such as the Southern Ocean, this could indicate an29

important role for relative wind stress.30

The Southern Ocean is subject to strong atmospheric winds and makes a31

large regional contribution to the global integral of mechanical power input32

to the ocean (Wunsch, 1998). It has a strong influence on global climate, via33

its Residual Meridional Overturning Circulation (RMOC) and the Antarctic34

Circumpolar Current (ACC) (Meredith et al., 2011). Mesoscale eddies play35

prominent roles in the momentum (Munk and Palmén, 1951; Johnson and36

Bryden, 1989), heat (Bryden, 1979; Jayne and Marotzke, 2002; Meijers et al.,37

2007), and kinetic energy (Cessi et al., 2006; Cessi, 2008; Abernathey et al.,38

2011) budgets of the Southern Ocean. The role that relative wind stress39

might play in the dynamics and circulation of the Southern Ocean can be40

usefully framed in terms of a residual mean treatment of the RMOC.41

In residual mean theory, the streamfunction of the RMOC is written as42

the combination of the Eulerian mean MOC (Ψ) and the eddy-induced bolus43
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overturning (Ψ∗) (see, e.g., Marshall and Radko, 2003), i.e.44

Ψres = Ψ + Ψ∗ = − τx
ρ0f

+Ks. (3)45

In Eq. (3), τx is the time-mean zonal wind stress, ρ0 is the Boussinesq46

reference density, f is the Coriolis parameter, K is the quasi-Stokes/eddy47

diffusivity for the buoyancy field (b = −g(ρ− ρ0)/ρ0) and s = −by/bz is the48

isopycnal slope. There are a considerable number of ways to formulate the49

dependence of K on external parameters. For the current purpose, the most50

informative is to use mixing length theory (Prandtl, 1925) to relate K to51

the product of an eddy length and eddy velocity scale, i.e. Leddy and Ueddy,52

such that K = LeddyUeddy (see, e.g., Green, 1970; Stone, 1972; Eden and53

Greatbatch, 2008).54

In Eq. (3), it is the mean wind stress that plays a role in setting the55

residual overturning. Relative wind stress can therefore directly impact the56

residual overturning by reducing τx. Furthermore, the direct damping of the57

eddy field can be reasonably expected to alter both Leddy and Ueddy, i.e. K,58

and, hence, the eddy-induced bolus overturning and net RMOC. Intuition59

suggests that damping the eddy field will reduce Ueddy and K, and hence Ψ∗.60

A further indirect effect can also occur through the isopycnal slope, s,61

which can be related to the zonal volume transport of the ACC via thermal62

wind. Eddies play a large role in setting the stratification of the ocean (e.g.63

Karsten et al., 2002) as part of a dynamic balance with other processes.64

Damping eddies at the surface may alter the balance between processes that65

set the stratification and so change s. This would then have a knock-on effect66

on the bolus overturning and zonal transport of the ACC. As an example,67
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in the quasi-geostrophic Southern Ocean simulations of Hutchinson et al.68

(2010) the use of relative wind stress results in a 38Sv increase in circumpolar69

transport. This comes about due to steepening of isopycnals and an increase70

in the geostrophic velocity field via thermal wind shear.71

The above discussion is framed in terms of a particular wind stress and the72

ocean circulation/stratification that results. However, when the wind stress73

over the Southern Ocean changes, the mesoscale eddy field also responds.74

This leads to a decrease in the sensitivity of the circumpolar transport of75

the ACC (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2001; Tansley and Marshall, 2001)76

and of the RMOC (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Farneti et al., 2010)77

to changes in wind stress when the eddy field is resolved instead of param-78

eterised. These phenomena are known as eddy saturation (Straub, 1993)79

and eddy compensation (Viebahn and Eden, 2010), respectively. Although80

there are subtleties to the degree of eddy saturation/compensation that a81

particular model may exhibit, e.g. the presence of shallow coastal shelves82

(Hogg and Munday, 2014) or surface breaking continents (Munday et al.,83

2015) and the use of fixed heat/buoyancy fluxes vs. restoring to a fixed tem-84

perature/buoyancy profile (Abernathey et al., 2011; Zhai and Munday, 2014,85

henceforth AMF11 and ZM14, respectively), their emergence upon resolution86

of an eddy field is robust in many respects.87

Many of the above cited papers use idealised model configurations to88

investigate the effect changing wind stress on circumpolar transport and/89

or the RMOC. In doing so, they usually use a specified wind stress (e.g.90

AMF11; ZM14; Morrison and Hogg, 2013; Munday et al., 2013). Applying91

a constant wind stress is certainly within the idealised spirit and design of92
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such experiments. However, it rules out the direct damping of the mesoscale93

eddy field that takes place under relative wind stress and the role that this94

might play in setting the sensitivity of the RMOC and/or stratification to95

changing winds.96

In this paper we seek to answer the following questions: 1) can the impact97

of relative wind stress be modelled simply by accounting for the reduced98

mean wind stress? 2) does the direct damping of the mesoscale eddy field99

have implications for Southern Ocean dynamics? 3) does relative wind stress100

significantly alter the sensitivity of the circumpolar transport and the RMOC101

to wind stress changes?102

We begin in Section 2 with a brief description of the experimental design103

and model domain. The control simulations of three suites of experiments104

are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 briefly derives a simplified mechanical105

energy budget for the ocean including the effects of relative wind stress.106

The sensitivity to wind stress changes across the full suite of experiments107

is discussed in Section 5. We close with a summary and discussion of our108

results in Section 6.109

[Table 1 about here.]110

2. Experimental Design111

In order to investigate the impact of relative wind stress, and its associ-112

ated eddy damping effects, on Southern Ocean dynamics we adopt the ide-113

alised MIT general circulation model (MITgcm, see Marshall et al., 1997a,b)114

configuration of AMF11, adapted to a coarser grid spacing by ZM14. This115

model domain is a zonally re-entrant channel that is 1000km in zonal extent,116
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nearly 2000km in meridional extent, and 2985m deep with a flat bottom.117

There are 33 geopotential levels whose thickness increase with depth, rang-118

ing from 10m at the surface to 250m for the bottom-most level.119

The horizontal grid spacing is chosen to be 10km, which is sufficiently fine120

so as to permit a vigorous eddy field without incurring undue computational121

cost. This grid spacing makes the model eddy-permitting, rather than eddy-122

resolving, with the control wind stress (see below for forcing details) giving123

a first baroclinic Rossby radius in the range of ∼ 5km near the southern124

boundary and ∼ 25km near the northern. It is important to note that the125

eddies are generally several multiples of the deformation radius in size and126

that use of a 10km grid spacing does not preclude the emergence of a high127

degree of eddy saturation (Munday et al., 2015) and as such we deem it128

sufficient for our purposes.129

We employ the K-profile parameterisation (KPP) vertical mixing scheme130

(Large et al., 1994) and a linear bottom friction in addition to the much131

weaker drag from a noslip bottom boundary condition. The equation of132

state is linear and only temperature variations are considered. The model133

is set on a β-plane and lateral boundaries are noslip. Parameters values for134

bottom friction, viscosity, etc, are as given in Table 1.135

The model’s potential temperature, θ, is forced by a heat flux at the136

surface given by137

Q (y) =

−Q0sin (3πy/Ly) , for y < Ly/3

0, for y > Ly/3

(4)138

as per AMF11 and ZM14, except y = 0km is placed at the centre of the139
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domain. This broadly describes the observed distribution of surface buoyancy140

flux around the Southern Ocean (see Fig. 1 of AMF11). Within 100km of141

the northern boundary, potential temperature is restored to the stratification142

given by143

θN (z) = ∆θ
(
ez/he − e−H/he

)
/
(
1− e−H/he

)
. (5)144

The restoring time scale for the sponge varies from ∞ (no restoring) at the145

southern edge of the sponge to 7 days at the northern edge of the domain.146

The surface buoyancy flux and sponge restoring profile are as shown in Figs.147

1a and 1b.148

[Figure 1 about here.]149

In contrast to AMF11 and ZM14, we do not prescribe the wind stress150

in the majority of our experiments. Instead we prescribe wind velocity and151

use the bulk formulae of Large and Pond (1981), i.e. Eqs. (1) and (2), to152

calculate the wind stress. The wind velocity is given by153

U10 = U0 cos (πy/Ly) , (6)154

where U0 = (Ux, Uy) is the peak wind velocity in the zonal and meridional155

direction. For the experiments considered here, the peak meridional wind,156

Uy, is set to zero and the peak zonal wind, Ux, varies from 0m s−1 to 20m s−1.157

Representative examples of the zonal wind that arises from Eq. (6) are shown158

in Fig. 1c.159

In total, we have performed 3 sets of 8 experiments. The first 8 of these160

we refer to as the resting ocean experiments. These use peak zonal wind161
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velocities of 0, 3, 7, 10, 12, 16, 18, and 20m s−1 with the resultant wind162

stress calculated as per Eq. (2). There is no meridional wind, and thus no163

meridional wind stress, in these experiments. The wind stresses that zonal164

wind velocities of 3, 12, and 20 m s−1 produce are shown in Fig. 1d.165

We refer to the second set of 8 experiments as the relative wind stress166

experiments. These use the same peak zonal wind velocities as the resting167

ocean experiments, but Eq. (1) is used to calculate the wind stress. This gives168

a slight decrease in the peak zonal wind stress and introduces a very weak169

(absolute magnitude . 0.05N m−2 when Ux = 20ms−1) meridional stress.170

For the final set of 8 experiments, we use a 50 year average of the zonal171

and meridional wind stress from the relative wind stress experiments to drive172

the ocean. This includes the very weak meridional stress. We refer to these173

as the equivalent wind stress experiments.174

The resting ocean and relative wind stress experiments are begun from175

the statistically steady control experiment of ZM14 with the wind stress176

replaced with the wind velocities described above. They are run to their177

new statistical steady state. At the end of this phase of spin up we perform178

a 50 year diagnostic run, from which all subsequent figures and conclusions179

are drawn. The 50 year average of the zonal and meridional wind stress180

diagnosed from this time period are then used to drive the equivalent wind181

stress experiments. These are run to their statistical steady state, after which182

an additional 50 year diagnostic run is carried out.183
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3. The Control State184

3.1. Zonal Circulation of the Control State185

For our control experiments we select a peak zonal wind speed of 12m s−1.186

This gives a peak zonal wind stress of 0.208N m−2 for the relative wind stress187

and equivalent wind stress experiments, very close to the control wind stress188

used by AMF11 and ZM14 (0.2N m−2). The peak zonal wind stress is slightly189

higher for the resting ocean experiments at 0.222N m−2. Due to the flat190

bottom, the time-average circulation of all of our experiments is very close191

to zonally symmetric with mean streamlines closely aligned with contours of192

potential temperature (not shown).193

Assuming a purely zonal time-mean wind stress, since τ y � τx for all194

of the relative and equivalent wind stress experiments, the depth-integrated195

zonal momentum budget of a flat bottomed channel is approximately (see,196

e.g. Gill and Bryan, 1971)197

〈τx〉
ρ0
≈ rb 〈ub〉 , (7)198

where the overbar indicates a time average, the angled braces an average in199

the zonal direction and the subscript b indicates the bottom value. This ap-200

proximate budget indicates that the bottom flow accelerates until the linear201

bottom friction can balance the momentum source at the surface. This leads202

to large zonal transport in models without bathymetry.203

[Table 2 about here.]204

On the basis of Eq. (7), the total circumpolar transport of the mean205

zonal flow (TACC) can be decomposed into contributions due to changes in206
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the bottom flow and that due to changes in thermal wind shear (see Munday207

et al., 2015, for details). We refer to the depth and zonal integral of 〈ub〉 as208

the “bottom transport” (Tb) and the difference between this and the total209

transport as the “thermal wind transport”, given by Ttw = TACC − Tb.210

For the relative and equivalent wind stress control experiments, there is211

no difference in Tb (see Table 2), as one would expect from Eq. (7). In the212

resting ocean control, the wind stress is increased and so, therefore, is the213

resulting Tb. The increase in Tb due to higher wind stress dominates the214

change in TACC between the resting ocean control experiment and the other215

two controls. In contrast, for Ttw the relative wind stress and resting ocean216

controls both show a 1 Sv increase with respect to the equivalent wind stress217

control. This is due to changes in isopycnal slope and the buoyancy change218

across the current (see Section 3.3 for further discussion).219

3.2. Residual Overturning of the Control State220

[Figure 2 about here.]221

Following AMF11 and ZM14, the model’s RMOC is diagnosed using po-222

tential temperature as the vertical coordinate. The calculations uses discrete223

layers that are 0.2◦C thick and is interpolated back to depth coordinates on224

the model’s geopotential layers. The eddy-induced bolus overturning, Ψ∗,225

can then be calculated using Ψ∗ = Ψres − Ψ, where Ψ is the Eulerian mean226

overturning.227

The RMOC of all three control experiments closely resembles that of228

the control experiments of AMF11 and ZM14, as shown in Fig. 2. The229

Eulerian overturning is very similar for the relative wind stress and equivalent230
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wind stress cases (not shown). Therefore, any significant difference between231

these two experiments arises through modification of the eddy-induced bolus232

overturning. The resting ocean experiment with the same wind speed has a233

slightly more intense Eulerian overturning due to the 7% increase in 〈τx〉.234

In general, the differences between the control RMOCs in Figs. 2 are235

relatively minor. The upwelling North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) cell236

(red) and the downwelling Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) cell (blue, near237

the southern boundary) are all broadly the same strength and at roughly the238

same depth/temperature range. To quantify the strength of the cells, we use239

the same method as AMF11 and select the maximum and minimum value of240

Ψres below 500m and 100km south of the edge of the sponge region. These241

values are labeled Ψupper and Ψlower for the NADW and AABW cells, respec-242

tively. For the three control experiments, the strength of the NADW and243

AABW cells are very similar at depth (see Table 2). This implies that there244

has not been a large-scale weakening of the eddy-induced bolus overturn-245

ing due to the damping of the eddy field in the relative wind stress control246

experiment.247

Examination of the mixed layer, defined as above the depth at which the248

water is 0.8◦C colder than the surface (above the grey line in Fig. 2, see,249

e.g., Kara et al., 2000, for details), indicates that this is the region where250

the biggest differences between the control experiments occur. To quantify251

the strength of the RMOC in the mixed layer we select the maximum value252

above 500m and the minimum value above 500m, and within the southern253

half of the domain (to ensure selecting a value from the AABW cell). These254

measures are labeled Ψm+ and Ψm−, respectively, in Table 2 and are intended255
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to highlight any large-scale changes in the flow within the mixed layer. For256

the relative wind stress control experiment Ψm+ = 0.84Sv and is ∼ 30%257

higher than for either of the other two control experiments. In contrast, the258

Ψm− values are only marginally different.259

Due to the relative and equivalent wind stress controls having the same260

Eulerian overturning, the reduced value Ψm+ for the relative control must be261

due to a weaker eddy-induced bolus overturning within the mixed layer. The262

NADW cell is placed under the strongest wind forcing, where the damping263

of the eddy field by relative wind stress is also strongest. Hence, it is un-264

surprising that the largest changes to the RMOC take place in this locale.265

In contrast, the similar value of Ψm− for the relative and equivalent wind266

stress experiments imply that their bolus overturning is also similar within267

the confines of the AABW cell.268

Close examination of Fig. 2 reveals that whilst the distribution in depth269

coordinates is grossly the same, there are changes in the temperature distri-270

bution of the RMOC. For example, the 0.5◦C isotherm is within the AABW271

cell for the relative wind stress control experiment. However, this isotherm272

is lower in the water column, and thus removed from the AABW cell in the273

other two control experiments. Within the NADW cell, which is where we274

focus most of our attention, the differences are much smaller. Damping of275

the eddy field alters the stratification and exposes different temperatures to276

difference heat and momentum fluxes at the surface. Since the RMOC must277

“match” this forcing (Walin, 1982; Badin and Williams, 2010), it has to take278

place at this altered temperature range.279
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3.3. Eddy Kinetic Energy and Vertical Stratification280

In terms of surface Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE), the direct damping of281

the eddy field by relative wind stress is far more important than the slight282

decrease in mean wind stress with respect to the resting ocean approxima-283

tion. This is illustrated in the surface EKE maps of Fig. 3a-c. The ∼ 3%284

decrease in surface average EKE between Figs. 3b and 3c is caused by the285

7% reduction in mean wind stress between the equivalent wind stress and286

resting ocean control experiments. However, in Fig. 3a the surface average287

EKE has decreased by a further ∼ 15%, relative to Fig. 3b.288

[Figure 3 about here.]289

[Figure 4 about here.]290

The difference in EKE between the relative and equivalent wind stress291

experiments persists throughout the water column, as shown in Fig. 4a.292

This contrasts with the effect of surface heat flux damping of EKE, which293

is confined to roughly the top 100m (see Fig. 5a of ZM14). The magnitude294

of this difference decays with depth, such that it is not a simple step change295

throughout the domain. In contrast, temperature variance shows only a296

slight difference at mid-depths, with the surface and bottom values being297

very similar between the relative and equivalent wind stress experiments298

(see Fig. 4b).299

In Fig. 5 it is noteworthy that the isotherms in the relative wind stress300

control (red lines) are nearly always steeper than the isotherms of the equiv-301

alent wind stress control (blue lines). Furthermore, they are also quite often302

steeper than the isotherms of the resting ocean control (green line), despite303
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the weaker wind stress. This can be attributed to the surface eddy damping304

from relative wind stress, which has led to a change in the balance between305

the mean flow and eddies that sets the stratification.306

The effect that reduced EKE under relative wind stress might have can307

be illustrated with a simple thought experiment. Imagine an equilibrated308

system is impulsively switched from resting ocean to relative wind stress309

without changing the mean wind stress. This impulsive switch would damp310

the EKE at the surface and also reduce the eddy heat transport. In terms of311

the residual overturning, the reduction in EKE would decrease K and thus312

the eddy-induced bolus overturning. Since the mean wind stress has been313

kept constant, the Eulerian overturning will then steepen the isopycnals.314

This steepening will be arrested when the RMOC is again in balance with315

the surface heat fluxes.316

[Figure 5 about here.]317

As noted in Section 3.1, the circumpolar transport due to Ttw is different318

between the relative and equivalent wind stress experiments. This is partly319

due to the more steeply sloping isopycnals moving meridional gradients into320

regions of lower f . Primarily, however, it is because the water at the south-321

ern boundary tends to be less buoyant, as a result of the changes in mean322

stratification and heat transport. This increase in Ttw between the relative323

and equivalent wind stress experiments is consistent with the results and ar-324

guments of Hutchinson et al. (2010). However, the 1Sv difference between325

our control experiments is considerably smaller than the 38Sv between the326

experiments of Hutchinson et al. (2010) (see Section 5.1 for further comment).327
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4. The Mechanical Energy Budget Under Relative Wind Stress328

Before examining the sensitivity of key diagnostics to wind stress changes329

under different wind stress bulk formulae, we first give a short derivation330

of the approximate mechanical energy balance expected in a flat bottomed331

channel. This is a restatement of the results of AMF11 taking into account332

the extra “top friction” of Dewar and Flierl (1987).333

In contrast to the approximate zonal momentum budget of Eq. (7), we334

retain the meridional component of the time-varying wind stress, i.e. τ ′ =335 (
τ ′x, τ

′
y

)
. Since τ ′y is a function of the eddy velocities, it is not obvious that336

it makes a negligible contribution to the energy budget. Following Cessi337

et al. (2006) and Cessi (2008), the leading order mechanical eddy budget is338

expected to be339

〈τ · us〉 ≈ ρ0rb 〈ub · ub〉 , (8)340

i.e. that surface wind power input is balanced by bottom kinetic energy341

dissipation. After Reynolds averaging in time, this becomes342

〈τx us〉+
〈
τ ′ · u′s

〉
≈ ρ0rb

〈
u2b
〉

+ ρ0rb
〈
u′b · u′b

〉
, (9)343

where we have used that τ y � τx and vb � ub. After AMF11, and assuming344

only small deviations from the zonal mean, we may then use Eq. (7) to345

rewrite this as346

〈τx (us − ub)〉 = −
〈
τ ′ · u′s

〉
+ ρ0rb

〈
u′b · u′b

〉
. (10)347

Following Duhaut and Straub (2006), we use that |U10| � |us| to write348
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|U10 − us| ≈ |U10| − us · k, where k is a unit vector in the direction of349

the atmospheric wind. Assuming that the atmospheric wind is purely zonal,350

eastward and constant in time, this can be further simplified to |U10|−us·k ≈351

U10 − us. With the additional assumption of constant cd, Eq. (1) can be352

written as353

τ relative ≈ ρacd (U10 − us − u′s) (U10 − us − u′s) (11)354

where it is important to note that ρacd (U10 − us − u′s) is a scalar quantity355

and we have written the surface ocean velocity as the sum of its time-mean356

(us) and a small perturbation (u′s).357

Via Reynolds’ averaging, the time average wind stress can then be ap-358

proximated by359

τ relative ≈ rs (U10 − us) + ρacdu′su
′
s (12)360

where rs = ρacd (U10 − us). For the zonal component of the wind stress, the361

first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (12), equivalent to ρacd (U10 − us)2,362

will always be considerably larger in magnitude than the second, ρacdu′su
′
s,363

and both are positive definite. The first term then reflects the well-known364

reduction in wind stress, with respect to the resting ocean approximation,365

that relative wind stress achieves with the same wind velocity. In this case366

primarily because the strong zonal flow of the circumpolar flow is in the same367

direction as the imposed atmospheric wind.368

For the meridional wind stress, the first term on the right-hand-side of369

Eq. (12) is given by −ρacd (U10 − us) vs and so opposes the mean flow as an370

additional form of “top friction” due to Dewar and Flierl (1987). The second371

term on the right-hand-side is ρacdu′sv
′
s, which is sign indefinite and so may372
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act to either increase or decrease the mean meridional wind stress.373

Based on Reynolds’ averaging, the time-varying wind stress perturbation374

under relative wind stress can be approximated by375

τ ′relative ≈ −ρacdu′s (U10 − us)− rsu′s + ρacdu
′
su
′
s − ρacdu′su′s, (13)376

which time-averages to zero. An equivalent to the expression of Duhaut and377

Straub (2006) for the difference in power input to the ocean between the378

resting ocean approximation and relative wind stress forcing (their Eq. (6))379

can now be derived.380

By taking the dot product of Eq. (13) with the time-varying velocity and381

time-averaging, the following expression for the power input due to variations382

of the wind stress acting on variations of the ocean current results383

τ ′ · u′s ≈ −ρacd (U10 − us) · u′su′s − rsu′s · u′s + ρacdu′su
′
s · u′s. (14)384

Assuming that vs � us, consistent with the equivalent assumption regard-385

ing the bottom flow in Eq. (10), and neglecting the triple correlation, this386

becomes387

τ ′ · u′s ≈ −rsu′su′s − rsu′s · u′s ≈ −
3

2
rsu′s · u′s. (15)388

In Eq. (15), we have further assumed that u′su
′
s ≈ u′s · u′s/2, following the389

argument of Hughes and Wilson (2008). This is effectively a statement that390

eddies are close to circular in shape. Whilst this is not strictly the case in a391

realistic domain with complex bathymetry, it is a reasonably good approxi-392

mation in our zonally-symmetric channel domain.393
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This allows Eq. (10) to be written as394

〈τx (us − ub)〉 =
3

2
rs
〈
u′s · u′s

〉
+ ρ0rb

〈
u′b · u′b

〉
. (16)395

As the surface wind speed increases, Eq. (16) indicates an increase in the396

available power to drive the mesoscale eddy field, as per AMF11. However,397

some of the extra power input goes into overcoming the additional dissipation398

due to relative wind stress, characterised by the additional term with respect399

to Eq. (25) of AMF11.400

The magnitude of the extra term can be assessed via scaling. The surface401

EKE is roughly an order of magnitude bigger than the bottom EKE (see Fig.402

4). Taking into account the coefficients of the two terms, i.e. ρ0rb ∼ 1 and403

rs = ρacd (U10 − us) ∼ 0.01, the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (16)404

is roughly 15% of the second term.405

5. Sensitivity to Wind Speed Changes406

5.1. Momentum and Energy Diagnostics407

[Figure 6 about here.]408

As the mean wind speed increases, so too does the mean wind stress409

felt by the ocean (see Figs. 1c and 1d) and thus the power input to the410

mechanical energy budget, as per Section 4. This change in power input411

with wind stress is shown in Fig. 6a. Under the resting ocean approximation,412

the power input is always greater than when using relative wind stress with413

the same atmospheric wind profile. However, the difference in power input414

between relative and equivalent wind stress experiments is very small, ∼415
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0.002−0.006PW. This is surprising given the ∼ 20−35% difference in power416

input between resting ocean and relative wind stress formulations previously417

reported in the literature (see Section 1). However, in this case the relevant418

comparison is between resting ocean and relative wind stress experiments.419

The difference between these two sets of experiments is typically ∼ 10−20%.420

Table 2 tells us that Ttw is slightly higher for relative wind stress than421

for equivalent wind stress. This means that whilst the total power input is422

the same for pairs of relative and equivalent wind stress experiments with423

the same wind stress (see Fig. 6a), the left-hand-side of Eq. (16) is slightly424

higher for relative wind stress. Potentially, there is a slightly larger source425

of mechanical energy to drive eddying motions under relative wind stress.426

This contradicts our intuition that relative wind stress should damp eddies.427

However, as Fig. 6b shows, the bottom EKE under relative wind stress is428

only marginally smaller than in the equivalent wind stress experiments.429

In contrast to bottom EKE, the surface EKE of the relative wind stress430

experiments departs from the line occupied by the other two sets of experi-431

ments. This indicates that the increase in wind stress between the relative432

wind stress experiments, which is expected to increase EKE everywhere, is433

more than offset by the increased damping at the surface.434

An increased wind stress can lead to an increase in the circumpolar trans-435

port by increasing 〈ub〉, and thus Tb, and/or by steepening isopycnals and436

changing the buoyancy difference across the channel, and thus altering Ttw.437

The increase in 〈ub〉 leads to a linear increase in Tb with wind stress, as one438

would expect from Eq. (7) (not shown). In contrast, Ttw varies non-linearly439

with wind stress, as shown in Fig. 6c.440
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At zero wind stress, the isopycnals are very close to horizontal and Ttw ∼441

0Sv. As the wind stress begins to increase (〈τx〉 ≤ 0.25Nm−2), the isopycnals442

begin to tilt and Ttw increases quasi-linearly with wind. At these low wind443

stresses, the additional friction due to relative wind stress is very low. At444

wind stresses > 0.25Nm−2, the relative wind stress experiments begin to445

depart from the line inhabited by the equivalent wind stress and resting446

ocean experiments. The increasing “top friction” leads to slightly steeper447

isopycnals and slightly colder water at the southern boundary. Hence, the448

buoyancy jump across the channel is always slightly bigger than for equivalent449

wind stress and resting ocean and a stronger transport results.450

This sensitivity of Ttw to changing wind stress is consistent with the re-451

sults of Hutchinson et al. (2010), although at a wider range of wind stresses452

and in a primitive equation model. Most importantly, Fig. 6c indicates that453

eddy saturation, i.e. a loss of sensitivity to changing wind stress of circumpo-454

lar transport, will continue to take place under relative wind stress. However,455

the maximum circumpolar transport in a completely saturated current might456

be higher than under the resting ocean approximation.457

5.2. Sensitivity to Wind Stress of the RMOC458

[Figure 7 about here.]459

Using the definition of Ψupper and Ψlower given in Section 3.2, Fig. 7a460

compares the sensitivity of the NADW and AABW cells to the changing wind461

stress across all of three sets of experiments. It is immediately apparent that462

there is very little difference in sensitivity across the range of forcing used.463

At high wind stress, τx > 0.5Nm−2, the relative wind stress experiments464
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show a marginal decrease in sensitivity. However, on balance, it would seem465

reasonable to conclude that the use of relative wind stress does little to alter466

the sensitivity of the deep RMOC to changing wind.467

Fig. 7b uses the definition of Ψm+ and Ψm− given in Section 3.2 to assess468

the sensitivity of the mixed layer overturning to change in wind stress. De-469

spite there being quite a large difference between the values of Ψm+ for the470

control experiments, there is little obvious pattern to the differences in sensi-471

tivity between the three sets of experiments. This also remains true for Ψm−.472

The relative wind stress experiments tend towards lower absolute values for473

both Ψm+ and Ψm−. However, this change is outside the climatological range474

of Southern Ocean wind stress. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude475

that the use of relative wind stress does little to alter the sensitivity of the476

mixed layer RMOC to changing wind stress.477

The changes in the RMOC within the 3 sets of experiments can be un-478

derstood in a residual mean framework using small perturbations from a479

control. Typically the perturbation might be brought about by a change480

in wind stress. However, more generally it may be any parameter or forc-481

ing that influences the system. We will consider the perturbation as being482

between the relative and equivalent wind stress experiments with the same483

mean wind stresss.484

Beginning with Eq. (3) we take small perturbations and neglect terms485

that are quadratic, or higher, in perturbation quantities, this gives486

∆Ψres ≈ −
∆τx
ρ0f

+ ∆Ks0 +K0∆s, (17)487

where K0 and s0 are the eddy diffusivity and isopycnal slope of a chosen488
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relative wind stress experiment. Dividing by Ψ∗0 = K0s0, the unperturbed489

bolus overturning, and writing ∆Ψ = −∆τx/ρ0f , the change in the residual490

overturning as a fraction of the original bolus overturning is related to the491

fractional changes in eddy diffusivity and isopycnal slope, such that492

∆Ψres

Ψ∗0
≈ ∆Ψ

Ψ∗0
+

∆K

K0

+
∆s

s0
. (18)493

This relationship will be used below to quantify the role of relative wind494

stress in setting the sensitivity of the RMOC to changes in wind stress.495

Fig. 7 indicates that between pairs of relative wind stress and equivalent496

wind stress experiments, ∆Ψres ≈ 0. By design, ∆Ψ is also zero between497

these matched pairs of experiments. Hence, Eq. (18) reduces to498

∆s

s0
≈ −∆K

K0

(19)499

In this case, the damping of the eddy field by “top friction” reduces K and500

leads to an increase in s just sufficient to prevent any change in Ψres. The501

marginal differences seen between the three sets of experiments in Fig. 7 is502

then due to the quadratic terms that were neglected in Eqs. (17) and (18).503

[Figure 8 about here.]504

To test the relationship between ∆s and ∆K we first diagnose the mean505

eddy diffusivity in each of our experiments using a simple flux gradient clo-506

sure, i.e.507 〈
v′θ′
〉

= −K
〈
∂θ

∂y

〉
. (20)508
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The eddy diffusivity and isopycnal slope are then averaged over the central509

100km of the channel between depths of 500m and 1500m. Perturbations are510

taken between pairs of relative wind stress and equivalent wind stress/resting511

ocean experiments with the same mean wind speed. This produces Fig. 8a.512

As expected, the difference between equivalent and relative wind stress pairs513

produces a set of points (blue dots) that lie close to, or on, the one-to-one514

line. In contrast, the difference between resting ocean and relative wind515

stress pairs produces a set of points (green dots) that deviate significantly516

from this line.517

Agreement with the simple relationship of Eq. (18) is not the sole preserve518

of a comparison between equivalent and relative wind stress experiments in519

which the residual and Eulerian overturning do not change. The difference520

in residual overturning between the relative and resting experiments can be521

similarly accounted for by progressively decreasing the degree of approxi-522

mation in the plotted quantities. In Fig. 8b the change in wind stress is523

included on the y-axis of the graph, i.e. using Eq. (18) with the assumption524

of no change in residual overturning by setting the left-hand-side to zero.525

This improves, but does not eliminate, the scatter in the green points. When526

the change in Ψres is accounted for on the y-axis of Fig. 8c, much of the527

remaining scatter is removed and the comparison between the resting ocean528

and relative experiments also falls on the one-to-one line.529

6. Discussion and Conclusions530

The Southern Ocean plays a major role in determining the prevailing531

climate of the Earth system. As a result, the dynamics that govern its circu-532
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lation, and the sensitivity of that circulation to forcing changes, are of great533

interest. Since mesoscale eddies are a crucial aspect of the circulation, the534

use of eddy-resolving numerical models has prevailed in understanding the535

Southern Ocean. These eddy-resolving models indicate a distinct decrease in536

sensitivity of the circumpolar transport (eddy saturation) and/or the merid-537

ional overturning (eddy compensation) to changes in wind stress. Depending538

on the details of the bulk formula used to calculate the stress on the ocean539

from the atmospheric wind, i.e. relative wind stress vs. resting ocean, it540

is possible to introduce an additional form of friction. This “top friction”,541

due to Dewar and Flierl (1987), could have important consequences for the542

emergence of eddy saturation and eddy compensation by directly damping543

the eddy field at the surface of the ocean.544

Experiments with a vigorously eddying ocean model show that the damp-545

ing effect of relative wind stress is more important in setting the surface546

properties of the ocean than the ∼ 7% drop in mean wind stress. In particu-547

lar, surface EKE is quite strongly reduced, whilst SST in general decreases to548

produce slightly cooler surface waters. As pointed out by Pacanowski (1987),549

the alteration of SST could go on to effect many aspects of a coupled ocean-550

atmosphere system. In particular, whilst the experiments analysed here use551

a fixed flux to force SST, the actual energy balance between the ocean and552

atmosphere has a strong restoring component (Haney, 1971). The slightly553

colder SST produced under relative wind stress would likely produce stronger554

surface heat fluxes. When combined with changing wind stress, this might555

produce a positive feedback on the increased sensitivity of the RMOC (with556

respect to pure heat flux boundary conditions, see AMF11) that is observed557
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under restoring boundary conditions (ZM14).558

Even though relative wind stress damps the eddy field, a form of eddy559

saturation still takes place as wind stress increases. The total circumpolar560

transport, TACC , always increases with wind stress due to the strong con-561

straint on the bottom flow from the zonal momentum (see Eq. (7)). However,562

it appears that the component of this transport due to thermal wind shear,563

Ttw, would level out at some finite value at very high wind stress (see Fig.564

6c). A key detail is that the final Ttw would be higher than that achieved565

under the resting ocean approximation. This is due to a combination of566

steeper isotherms and a larger cross-channel buoyancy jump, consistent with567

the quasi-geostrophic experiments of Hutchinson et al. (2010).568

It would be reasonable to expect that the damping of the surface eddy field569

may lead to an increase in the sensitivity of the RMOC to changing wind570

stress by reducing the ability of the system to adjust to a forcing change.571

However, there is only marginal change to the sensitivity of the overturning572

across the three sets of experiments considered here. In fact, because the573

generation, as well as the damping, of the ocean’s eddy field is an adjustable574

aspect of the circulation, the decrease in eddy diffusivity is almost offset by575

the increase in isopycnal slope. The result is an RMOC that has the same576

sensitivity as in an ocean forced using the resting ocean approximation.577

Relative wind stress damps the eddies adiabatically, by modifying their578

momentum rather than their heat content. If one considers the isopycnal579

framework of Walin (1982), in which diabatic transformations between den-580

sity classes are used to quantify the residual overturning, it is perhaps unsur-581

prising that relative wind stress does not play a large role in the sensitivity of582
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the RMOC. This is because the surface heat fluxes are unchanged across all583

three sets of experiments. This is a strong constraint upon the RMOC and584

it is only small changes in the diabatic fluxes in temperature that the eddies585

themselves provide that can drive changes in the RMOC. Evidently, these586

diabatic eddy fluxes, and their sensitivity to wind stress, are only slightly587

altered under relative wind stress. This contrasts with the results of ZM14,588

where the damping of the eddy field by strong surface restoring of the tem-589

perature field modifies surface water mass properties diabatically. This alters590

the heat content of individual eddies directly and, as a result, this form of591

eddy damping is capable of changing the sensitivity of RMOC to wind stress592

changes.593

Our experiments use a flat bottomed ocean in order to allow direct com-594

parisons with the results of AMF11 and ZM14. The presence of bathymetry595

and continental obstacles can alter the circulation in a number of ways. In596

particular, bathymetry and continents concentrate EKE behind them (see,597

e.g., Munday et al., 2015) via modification of the channel’s instability from598

a global to a localised form (Abernathey and Cessi, 2014). This would also599

focus the damping effect of using relative wind stress to these same regions,600

which may lead to a stronger suppression of the eddy field. Potentially, this601

could give rise to a stronger role for relative wind stress in setting the degree602

of eddy saturation/compensation in an ocean with complex bathymetry.603

Bathymetry can block geostrophic contours and reduce the bottom flow604

to almost zero. This eliminates the contribution that these currents make605

to zonal transport and power input. This may lead to a larger difference in606

the power input between experiments conducted with the resting ocean and607
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relative wind stress experiments than that seen here. Blocking of geostrophic608

contours also leads to the generation of barotropic gyres. This may influence609

the response of the circumpolar transport to changes in wind forcing (Nadeau610

and Ferrari, 2015), as can the presence of gyres circulation to the north of a611

reentrant channel (Nadeau and Straub, 2009, 2012).612

At the 10km grid spacing used here, the eddy field is permitted, rather613

than strictly resolved. At this grid spacing the mature eddies are typically614

quite well represented, although their formation processes certainly are not.615

However, as noted in Section 2, this does not prevent a high degree of eddy616

saturation from emerging (Munday et al., 2015). Our key finding is that the617

use of relative wind stress results in no change in sensitivity to wind stress618

changes in the RMOC and the transport due to thermal wind shear still satu-619

rates. Therefore, whilst using a strictly eddy-resolving model may produce a620

different slope in Fig. 7, it is likely that the lack of a change in this slope be-621

tween equivalent and relative wind stress experiments would remain robust.622

Furthermore, whilst a higher resolution model, or one with bathymetry, may623

produce a different saturated thermal wind transport, the important point624

is that this component of the transport still becomes invariant to further625

change at a finite wind stress.626

Relative wind stress seems to be most important in setting the mixed627

layer properties, such as EKE and SST. As noted above, this will alter surface628

flux of heat and could go on to alter the uptake or release of, for example,629

dissolved inorganic carbon. In particular, the cooling effect of relative wind630

stress on SST increases with the wind stress and this may enhance the flux631

of carbon into the ocean. As the Southern Ocean is an important sink of632
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anthropogenic carbon, with the future evolution of this sink being subject to633

debate (Le Quéré et al., 2007; Law et al., 2008; Zickfeld et al., 2008; Le Quéré634

et al., 2008), the role of relative wind stress in setting/modifying the carbon635

flux is of interest. The Ekman transport of carbon and nutrients out of the636

Southern Ocean feeds productivity to the north (Williams and Follows, 1998)637

in the form of nutrient streams (Williams et al., 2006, 2011), which may also638

enhance the role of relative wind stress in the carbon cycle.639
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Figure 1: Model forcing as described in the text. (a) Northern boundary temperature
restoring profile, (b) surface heat flux (positive into ocean), (c) atmospheric wind profile,
(d) corresponding surface wind stress under the resting ocean approximation.
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Figure 2: RMOC (Sv) for the three control experiments with U0 = 12m s−1. Black
contours are the zonal-time-average potential temperature (◦C) and the colours are the
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the KPP parameterisation.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity to wind stress changes of energy and momentum diagnostics. (a)
Power input vs. maximum wind stress, (b) surface/bottom EKE vs. power input, (c)
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of the RMOC to changing wind stress across all experiments. (a)
Maximum/minimum RMOC 100km south of the northern restoring zone and below 500m,
(b) maximum/minimum RMOC in upper 500m (minimum also restricted to southern half
of domain).
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Figure 8: Quantitative tests of residual mean relationship between changes in eddy dif-
fusivity and isopycnal slope. (a) Excluding any wind stress changes, as per Eq. (19),
(b) including wind stress changes, but excluding ∆Ψres, (c) full relationship as per Eq.
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Table 1: Model Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value Units

Domain size Lx, Ly 1000, 1990 km
Latitude of sponge edge Lsponge 1890 km

Domain depth H 2985 m
Reference density ρ0 1000 kg m−3

Thermal expansion coefficient α 2× 10−4 K−1

Coriolis parameter f0 −1× 10−4 s−1

Gradient in Coriolis parameter β 1× 10−11 m−1s−1

Surface heat flux magnitude Q0 10 W m−2

Control wind speed U0 12 m s−1

Bottom drag coefficient rb 1.1× 10−3 m s−1

Sponge restoring timescale tsponge 7 days
Sponge vertical scale he 1000 m

Horizontal grid spacing ∆x, ∆y 10 km
Vertical grid spacing ∆z 10-250 m

Vertical diffusivity (θ) κv 10−5 m2 s−1

Horizontal diffusivity (θ) κh 0 m4 s−1

Vertical viscosity (u) Av 10−3 m2 s−1

Horizontal hyperviscosity (u) A4 1010 m4 s−1
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Table 2: Key diagnostics of the control experiments. Type of wind stress, Peak wind
stress, Domain average EKE, Total circumpolar transport, Bottom transport, Thermal
wind transport, Ψupper, Ψlower, Ψm+, Ψm−.

Experiment
τ0 EKE TACC Tb Ttw Ψu Ψl Ψm+ Ψm−

(Nm−2) (cm2s−2) (Sv) (Sv) (Sv) (Sv) (Sv) (Sv) (Sv)
Relative 0.208 43 600 522 78 0.48 -0.29 0.84 -0.49

Equivalent 0.208 50 599 522 77 0.51 -0.28 0.65 -0.47
Resting 0.222 52 629 551 78 0.54 -0.30 0.63 -0.48
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